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Welcome to our
2019 Spring Catalogue

KEY TOPICS COVERED BY THE SERIES:
• Resilience
• Stress management
• Health
• Positive physical energy
• Positive mental energy
• Positive emotional energy

• Nutrition
• Fulfilling aspirations
• Self awareness
• Strengths training/
wellness in the workplace

LID Publishing is the home of original and
purposeful business books. We are completely
focused on commissioning, publishing and
promoting high-quality books in the categories of
business, smart thinking and personal development.

KATE COOK

POSITIVE NUTRITION

ISBN
978-1-911498-65-0
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: May 2018
US: August 2018

NET PRICE
£9.99/14.95

In this practical and accessible book,
an expert nutritionist delivers a downto-earth, no nonsense approach to
eating well. With so much confusion
around diet, food and eating, this
book aims to get a clear eating structure in place, empowering the reader
to make wise and nurturing choices
around food, for both work dynamism
and healthy living.

DR SHAUN DAVIS & ANDREW KINDER

POSITIVE MALE MIND
Mental health problems affect both men
and women, in fact 1 in 4 of us. However,
it has been widely accepted for some
time that men are much less likely to
seek help from a doctor or a mental
health specialist. This book aims to
build on the current progressive movement by supporting men and those that
care about them by providing insight,
advice and tips on what can be done at a
very practical level to make men’s mental health much more positive.

ISBN
978-1-911498-91-9
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: September 2018
US: November 2018

NET PRICE
£9.99/14.95

Dear Readers and Partners,

I

t is with great delight that we share
our Spring 2019 catalogue with you.
Here we present previous highlights
and provide insight on what we plan to
publish in the coming season.
In particular, we would like to draw
your attention to the ‘Concise Thinking’
series. Commencing with the title Positive Thinking, this new series will house
a collection of books dedicated to developing mindsets that foster agility and adaptability to successfully tackle all kinds
of opportunities.
Also publishing this year is Doing
Business in China. This is the first title in
the much anticipated ‘World Wise’ series
designed to assist individuals embarking
on international business endeavours.
Both the ‘Concise Advice’ series and
the ‘Positive Wellbeing’ series have continued to go from strength to strength.
This year we plan to expand both collections with many more thought-provoking
and original titles.
Finally, last year the LID group celebrated its 25th year anniversary. Aligned
with this, we published the 250 Insights,
a book that shares the wisdom of leading

LID authors and contributors from around
the world. I encourage you to pick up a
copy and together with us look ahead to
the next 25 years.
My colleagues and I are passionate
about discovering new voices as well as
reaching new audiences, so get in touch
and let us know if there are any topics
you’d like to see us publish in the future.
We hope you enjoy this collection of
titles and we look forward to publishing
many more exceptional business, professional and personal growth books.

Sara Taheri
Editorial Director
sara.taheri@lidpublishing.com

www.LIDPublishing.com
www.LIDRadio.com
@LIDPublishing

ISBN
978-1-911498-99-5
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: February 2019
US: May 2019
NET PRICE
£19.99/$29.95
FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Hardback
256pp
CATEGORY
Business/Management
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

THE PROJECT
REVOLUTION
Antonio Nieto-Rodriguez
is one of the world’s
leading authorities and
thinkers on project
management.
He was awarded the
Thinkers50 award ’Ideas
into Practice’ and is a
visiting professor at
Duke CE, IE Business
School and Skolkovo
Business School.
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HOW TO SUCCEED IN A
PROJECT DRIVEN WORLD
Every aspect of our lives is becoming a set of projects.
The speed of change witnessed in the past decade has
radically affected the way we organize and manage our
companies and work. Many of the traditional activities in
organizations will soon be carried out by automation and
robots. In this new landscape, projects are becoming the
essential model to create value. In short, we are witnessing the rise of the project economy.
Leading projects thinker Antonio Nieto-Rodriguez
explains the reasons behind, and the tremendous consequences, that this unnoticed disruption is having in our
lives. He looks at how some leading companies, governments, schools and universities have already embraced
projects as the way to deliver on their strategy and
ambitions. Ultimately, this book explains how individuals
and companies can develop the competencies required
to transform and thrive in the new digital and projectdriven economy.

ISBN
978-1-912555-10-9
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: April 2019
US: July 2019
NET PRICE
£14.99/$22.95
FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
368pp
CATEGORY
Self-development/Business
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

WORK AND DAYS
Andy Law is one of the
world’s leading thinkers
and practitioners
of advertising and
marketing. He is
the author of four books
and has had a lifelong
interest in the Classics.
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DAILY WISDOM FROM THE GREEKS AND ROMANS
TO GET YOU THROUGH YOUR WORKING DAY
We may have advanced technologically and scientifically,
but when it comes to raw intelligence we have progressed
no further than the Greeks and the Romans. When it comes
to business and strategy, Greece and Rome could well
be called the ‘Mothers of Invention’. Ancient Greeks and
Romans were as industrious in business as they were in
warfare, construction, science, oratory, technology, philosophy, literature and art. They created sophisticated systems
for law, trade, supplies and distribution. And during this
period, we encounter the likes of Euclid, Homer, Plato, Aristotle, Herodotus, Euripides, Archimedes – world-famous
thinkers that shaped society forever.
Based on the teachings of world-class strategists, proven
leaders, inspirational innovators and successful powerbrokers as well as orators, poets, teachers and philosophers
of the Ancient Greek and Roman times, the daily readings of
this unique book provide amazing insights into self-development, leadership techniques, the best use of time and the
importance of caring for both our physical and mental health
– to help us overcome the challenges of today’s working life.
7

ISBN
978-1-912555-09-3

ISBN
978-0-9991871-2-8

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: March 2019
US: July 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
US: April 2019
UK: May 2019

NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95

NET PRICE
$14.95/£9.99

FORMAT
216 x 138 mm
Paperback
240pp

FORMAT
198 x 129mm
Paperback
256pp

CATEGORY
Business/HR
TERRITORIES
World

CATEGORY
Non-fiction/
Autobiography:
business & industry

RIGHTS
All languages

TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

FAIR TALK
THREE STEPS TO
POWERFUL FEEDBACK

Sergey Gorbatov
is adjunct professor at
IE Business School and
director general manager
of development at AbbVie
in Madrid, Spain.
Angela Lane is vice
president of talent and
development at AbbVie
in Chicago, Illinois.
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Employees around the world are deprived of honest
objective feedback, and the higher you go in the organization, the less feedback you are going to get. Researchers confirmed that the less facetime employees have
with their managers, the more impact seeking and
receiving feedback will have on their performance.
Gorbatov and Lane propose a simple, systematic
approach to giving fair and honest feedback, in ways that
improve performance and prove that, if done properly,
feedback simultaneously improves performance while
engaging and developing employees.

I WAS A TEENAGE
SPACE REPORTER
FROM APOLLO 11 TO OUR FUTURE IN SPACE
“That’s one small step for (a) man, one giant leap for mankind,” were the words spoken by astronaut Neil Armstrong
as he stepped off the Apollo 11. This was the first and most
famous manned mission to land on the Moon. As a 19-yearold college journalist, author David Chudwin covered the
launch from Florida in July 1969. Chudwin was the only journalist with official NASA press credentials representing the
college press and had extraordinary access to the astronauts,
rocket scientists, launch pads, rockets, and control centers.
2019 will be the 50th anniversary of Apollo 11 – a time
to look back to celebrate that mission, and forward to our
future in space. Divided into three parts, this book provides:
the author’s account of covering the first landing on the
Moon in 1969; lessons learned from the Apollo program
and their relevance to future space activities; and our future
in space including new rockets, space stations, and trips
back to the Moon and to Mars.

David Chudwin MD decided
to go into medicine instead
of journalism, but his Apollo
11 experiences led to a
lifelong interest in space
exploration. Chudwin has
written about Apollo 11 in a
variety of media outlets and
has spoken about Apollo 11
at various space meetings,
including Spacefest.
Chudwin is well-known
in the space community,
and is friends with Apollo
astronauts Fred Haise and
Alfred Worden.
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NEW BOOK SERIES WITH

ISBN
978-1-912555-06-2

THE INSTITUTE
OF LEADERSHIP &
MANAGEMENT
A SERIES TO ENABLE
MANAGERS AND
THEIR COMPANIES TO
DEVELOP UP-TO-DATE
KNOWLEDGE AND
GREATER LEADERSHIP
CAPABILITY
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In partnership with the Institute of Leadership & Management, we are pleased to announce an exciting new
book series that focuses on issues and new thinking for
today’s manager. The first book in the series is Visions
of Leadership, written by the world-renowned management thinker, Charles Hampden Turner.
The Institute of Leadership & Management is a
leading professional membership body for leaders
and managers around the world. It is the only fully
independent professional body dedicated to advancing
leadership. From equipping first-time supervisors with
tools and techniques for early success, to enhancing
the abilities of more seasoned managers, the Institute
of Leadership & Management’s mission is to inspire
great leadership everywhere.
This new series is based on the latest research into
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, behaviours and values of successful leadership. It is designed
to help managers everywhere to
navigate the complexity of
their changing and competitive environment.
LID Publishing’s partnership with the Institute
of Leadership & Management extends to the publication of Edge, the Institute’s quarterly magazine,
which looks at the latest
management and leadership issues.

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: June 2019
US: October 2019
NET PRICE
£19.99/$29.95
FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Hardback
320pp
CATEGORY
Business/Management
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

VISIONS OF LEADERSHIP
THE EVOLUTION OF LEADING,
MANAGING AND ORGANIZING
There can be no leaders without followers. But a leader
who has many followers does not necessarily define
good leadership (as exemplified by Hitler and other
tyrants, whose style of leadership disempowered their
followers and turned them into both persecutors and
the persecuted). Good leadership is defined as leaders
who share a vision with those who relate to them and
bring them to a better place.
This book analyses what it takes to become such
a visionary leader, improving their followers’ performance through empowerment and better working conditions. In doing so, the author examines leaders and
leadership experts from different walks of life throughout history, and provides rich and original insight into
successful leadership.

Charles Hampden-Turner
is one of the world’s
leading thinkers in
management and
leadership. He is the
author of several groundbreaking business books.
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ISBN
978-1-912555-05-5

ISBN
978-1-912555-18-5

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: March 2019
US: July 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: February 2019
US: June 2019

NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95

NET PRICE
£19.99/$29.95

FORMAT
198 x 129mm
Paperback
256pp

FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Hardback
272pp
CATEGORY
Business/Marketing

CATEGORY
Business/Marketing
TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
All languages

RIGHTS
English language

Giles Lury is a leading
branding consultant and
an executive at The Value
Engineers. He is the author
of How Coca-Cola Took
Over the World and The
Prisoner and the Penguin.
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INSPIRING INNOVATION

SUPER SIGNS

75 MARKETING TALES TO HELP YOU
FIND THE NEXT BIG THING

TAKING YOUR BRAND
TO THE ULTIMATE LEVEL

The best ideas can come from the most unusual and
unexpected sources. In this book, leading brand consultant and author Giles Lury presents 75 stories of
extraordinary innovation, as well as the many and varied
sources of inspiration, that led to companies developing
highly successful products and brands.
With tales covering brands including Angry Birds,
Diners Club, Fanta, Netflix, Viagra, Victoria’s Secret and
AirBnB, you will find out how one size does not fit all,
and that ideas can be sparked by anything and everything
– from anger to embarrassment, from people watching
to biomimicry (borrowing ideas from the natural world).
Ultimately, this book is a call for disruption and deviance,
and provides original tips and techniques to help you in
your search for the next big thing.

There is a form of creativity so powerful that it only takes
one look, one listen, for millions of consumers to remember it, like it and buy it, as well as to tell others about it.
This is the so-called Super Signs – the brands that are
embedded in human culture and which are hidden deep
in our subconsiousness.
This book takes a fresh approach to branding, and
explores how to turn brands into Super Signs in today’s
competitive and changing world. Super Signs are the
most effective and powerful means of influencing consumer’s actions. From a branding point of view, Super
Signs are the ultimate level that your brand can reach. A
level where the brand triggers an instinctive reaction in
thought and action from the consumer.

Sam Hua and
Nan Hua are the
founders of HUA&HUA,
one of China’s leading
branding and strategy
consultancies.
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ISBN
978-1-912555-00-0

ISBN
978-1-912555-25-3

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: November 2018
US: March 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: June 2019
US: October 2019

NET PRICE
£19.99/$29.95

NET PRICE
£16.99/$24.95

FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Hardback
256pp

FORMAT
216 x 138 mm
Hardback
256pp

CATEGORY
Business/Economics

CATEGORY
Business/Finance

TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
English language

Rainer Zitelmann is the
author of 19 books (his
most recent being The
Wealth Elite). He was
previously a senior editor
at Die Welt newspaper.
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RIGHTS
English language

THE POWER
OF CAPITALISM

THE NEW
MONEY

A JOURNEY THROUGH RECENT HISTORY
ACROSS FIVE CONTINENTS

HOW AND WHY CRYPTOCURRENCY
HAS TAKEN OVER THE WORLD

“The market has failed, we need more government intervention” – that’s the mantra politicians, the media and
intellectuals have been reiterating constantly ever since the
outbreak of the 2008 financial crisis. By taking the reader
on a journey across continents and through recent history,
Rainer Zitelmann disproves this call for greater government
intervention, and demonstrates that capitalism matters
more than ever.
The author provides compelling evidence from across
the world that capitalism has been the solution to a number
of massive problems. He compares developments in West
and East Germany, North and South Korea, capitalist Chile v.
Socialist Venezuela, and analyses the extraordinary economic
rise of China. For many people, “capitalism” is a dirty word.
This book provides a timely reminder of capitalism’s power
is enabling growth and prosperity, and is alleviating poverty.

In 2017, cryptocurrencies took the world by storm as the
currency of the future, with the most popular (Bitcoin)
trading at $7,000 and worth a total market cap of nearly
$120 billion. But what is cryptocurrency and why is it
important to today’s investor?
This book provides investors of all levels with an
up-to-date, insider’s view of the world of cryptocurrency
and how it enacted the largest redistribution of wealth
in history. It explains blockchain, the technology behind
cryptocurrency, and hailed as the greatest advancement
since the invention of the Internet. It provides guidance
on investing and trading in cryptocurrency, including
ICOs (Initial Coin Offerings). And it examines the future:
where cryptocurrencies are likely to be in five years and
beyond, and what is really on offer to investors.

Joe McKenzie
(a pseudonym) has
been involved in the
cryptocurrency industry
since its inception.
He is the founder of a
leading company that
issues cryptocurrency.
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ISBN
978-1-912555-14-7

ISBN
978-0-9991871-3-5

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: June 2019
US: October 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
US: April 2019
UK: June 2019

NET PRICE
£19.99/$29.95

NET PRICE
$19.95/£12.99

FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Paperback
456pp

FORMAT
216 x 138 mm
Paperback
272pp

CATEGORY
Marketing/Business

CATEGORY
Business/ Personal
Development

TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
All languages

Rasmus Houlind and
Colin Shearer are both
considered thought
leaders within their
fields. Through many
years of consulting,
Rasmus has become an
expert in Omnichannel
and Digital Marketing.
Colin has more than 20
years of international
experience within
Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning.
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RIGHTS
All languages

MAKE IT ALL ABOUT ME

GRACE UNDER PRESSURE

LEVERAGING OMNICHANNEL AND AI
FOR MARKETING SUCCESS

A MASTER CLASS
IN PUBLIC SPEAKING

The term ‘omnichannel’ may be a marketing buzzword,
but it also refers to a significant shift: marketers now
need to provide a seamless experience, regardless of
channel or device. Make It All About Me suggests how to
work with omnichannel marketing and artificial intelligence without getting stuck in a certain channel or silo.
Drawing on insights from global marketing experts, the
book centers around the Omnichannel Hexagon, a framework to help gauge your omnichannel progress and prioritize your marketing efforts to ensure that every step
you take is a step closer to the perfect, tailored customer
experience – without sacrificing profitability.
The authors provide the background for understanding the six main omnichannel disciplines and demonstrates how you can manage them in a more customer
centric manner. Readers will get a visual overview of how
far along their organization is in working with omnichannel and what barriers might impede further progress.

According to most studies, public speaking is the number
one fear amongst professionals. Most suffer from stage
fright, lack of basic vocal training and/or lack of delivery
technique. Such individuals seek tips and tricks and assume
that there’s a fast and easy way for appearing eloquent and
polished in front of an audience. However, these sources often
fail to address the underlying issues and the same habitual
responses to nervousness continue to plague the speaker.
Grace Under Pressure solves this issue by unveiling
three areas of training that great speakers use to develop
their skills. First, author Lisa Wentz shares techniques that
she has developed to help anyone overcome inner obstacles
so they can focus on developing their outward presence.
Second, Wentz outlines how to best develop the physical
aspects of speech, including posture, breathing, resonance
and articulation. And the third section centres on delivery:
how to use pauses and word stress, among other techniques, to improve your performance from novice to master.

Lisa Wentz holds a
master’s degree in voice
and speech pedagogy
from the Central School
of Speech and Drama,
University of London.
Lisa has been featured
as a public speaking
expert in TIME, the Wall
Street Journal and the
L.A. Daily Journal, among
others. Lisa regularly
coaches executives and
managers from Fortune
500 companies and the
non-profit sector.
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ISBN
978-1-912555-21-5

ISBN
978-1-912555-22-2

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: March 2019
US: June 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: June 2019
US: September 2019

NET PRICE
£19.99/$29.95

NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95

FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Hardback
272pp

FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
224pp

CATEGORY
Business/Geopolitics

CATEGORY
Business/Management

TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
English language

RIGHTS
All languages

Norbert Csizmadia
is a geographer and
expert in economic
strategy, regional and
urban development and
geopolitics. From 2000,
head of the Deputy State
Secretariat for Regional
Economic Development
in the Ministry for
National Economy.
President of the board of
trustees at Pallas Athéné
Geopolitical Foundation.
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GEOFUSION

HIGH FREQUENCY CHANGE

THE POWER OF GEOGRAPHY
AND THE MAPPING OF
THE 21ST CENTURY

WHY WE FEEL LIKE CHANGE
HAPPENS FASTER NOW,
AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT

We are living in a unique “geo” age, where geography is
appreciated again. The 21st century encompasses political and economic games where the multi-polar world,
a new world order and a new value system combine to
develop new actors and new industries. Business leaders
of are focusing more and more on global social issues,
putting pressure on international political decisions such
as the Space Race, global warming and migration.
The 21st century is the era of knowledge & creativity
where education and innovation are the most important
investment. Knowledge is the currency of the future.
When drawn with knowledge, the map of 21st century
can be utilized to discover and conform this new world!
This book helps to explain how ‘Geofusion’ provides the
opportunities, which can give lasting value to the world.

We are dizzy trying to keep up with the constant flood of
newness across every aspect of our lives. And it’s clear
that some of our biggest companies are facing similar
challenges. Each week another big brand name fails.
Why is this?
Change is like a wave: it has both amplitude and
frequency. The last century was about change of great
amplitude, big waves washing over the whole society. But this century is about high frequency change:
rapid, smaller waves, each powerful enough to disrupt
an industry.This book explains how we can understand
high frequency change, what drives it, and how we must
respond by changing the way we run our organisations
– and our lives.

Tom Cheesewright
is the world’s first
‘applied futurist’,
he enables companies
to see the future, and
respond with agility.
A prominent voice in
tech, consulting and
brand-building spaces, he
also appears weekly on
BBC TV and radio (BBC
Breakfast, 5live and Radio
4) as well as working
with Channel 4 (Sunday
Brunch, In the Future,
Home Hero), Channel 5
(Saturday Show) and Sky
News, The Guardian and
Entrepreneur Magazine.
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ISBN
978-1-912555-07-9

ISBN
978-1-912555-19-2

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: June 2019
US: October 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: March 2019
US: July 2019

NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95

NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95

FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
240pp

FORMAT
198 x 129mm
Paperback
272pp

CATEGORY
Business Leadership/
Self-development

CATEGORY
Self-development/
Mind, Body, Spirit

TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
All languages

RIGHTS
All language

Natasha Wallace is the
Founder of coaching
consultancy The Disruptive
Coach, working with
leaders, individuals and
groups to develop greater
leadership capability,
resilience, confidence,
engagement and wellbeing.
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THE CONSCIOUS
EFFECT

THE ZONE OF
CONNECTION

50 LESSONS FOR BETTER
ORGANISATIONAL WELLBEING

SHIFT YOUR ENERGY TO HAPPINESS,
LOVE AND BEYOND

The Conscious Effect focuses on reconnecting leaders
with both their people and themselves. It awakens the
awesome potential in organizations through an emotionally intelligent, people-first approach, which places
employee and leadership wellbeing at its heart, and
helps leaders to become more consciously aware of
what’s going on within and around them.
If leaders take better care of themselves and their
people, they will run more socially responsible businesses that can leverage the full potential of their
employees. The book weaves together practical knowledge of behavioural science so that leaders understand
what to do and why it works.

Have you ever felt that life is near perfect, only to find
the rug pulled out from under your feet? When we are
disconnected from our true selves, we are in a default
operating system that automatically and unconsciously
reacts to events causing stress, anxiety, and overwhelm.
In that state, it’s difficult to be present in relationships
and, due to a limited perspective, we realise only a fraction of our potential.
This book demonstrates how to shift out of this
default operating system to one of full connection and by
doing so living to our full potential. It is this zone that the
great masters and ancient wisdom traditions point to – a
beautiful, powerful state that is now available to everyone. The authors provide a new simple approach that is
easy to apply, and through this practice anyone can be
fully present every day and feel at their very best.

Penny Mallinson is a
mentor, a visionary coach
and an experienced
facilitator in the personal
development arena.
Sue Coyne is a successful
transformational
leadership and team
coach, and the author
of the bestselling Stop
Doing, Start Leading.
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ISBN
978-1-912555-23-9

ISBN
978-1-912555-20-8

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: April 2019
US: July 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: April 2019
US: August 2019

NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95

NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95

FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
240pp

FORMAT
152 x 152mm
Flexibound
128pp

CATEGORY
Business/HR

CATEGORY
Business

TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
All languages

RIGHTS
All languages

Matt Dean is an
enthusiastic and
inspirational facilitator,
and coach. Matt is
obsessed with creating
kinder, fairer, more
productive workplaces.
Originally a brand
manager with Unilever,
Matt qualified as a solicitor
in 1991 and worked as
an employment lawyer
with top City firms until
he founded byrne·dean
consultancy in 2003.
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THE SOFT
STUFF
WHY EMPATHY MATTERS
IN BUSINESS
Most of us work, yet few of us recognise our power in
those workplaces or that we can influence things there.
How can those of us striving in workplaces, ‘unleash the
power of you’? How do we start creating kinder, fairer,
more productive workplaces? More fundamentally,
where does the spark, the resolve actually to do something come from? How do we start to live our purpose? In
this book Matt Dean uses his recent experience of cancer
to shine a light on the challenges we all face in motivating ourselves to unleash the power of us.
This is a book about creating kinder, fairer, more productive workplaces. Which sets out the thoughts, principles and tools to create a more inclusive workplace.

NINE SQUARES
HOW TO BE THE BEST AT WHAT
YOU DO BY CREATING CALMNESS
AND A SENSE OF DIRECTION
Vision, value, growth and well-branded acumen have,
according to Ole Bentzen, never been more important
than now where digitalization sets the agenda in the
world of business.
Nine Squares is a guidebook for leaders who wish
to invest in their people as well as their customers. In
order to succeed as a leader - creating calmness, having
a sense of direction, communicating clearly and getting
the right results is the key to your energy. The combination of these four strengths make the core message of
this guidebook. This model may be able to assist managers and businesses in getting back-on-track, remaining on track or getting ahead as a unique and innovative
business with well-defined targets, vision and brand.

Ole Bentzen was up
until 1988 part of the
top management as
a young CEO in the
supermarket chain
Irma. He then became
CEO for Thiele, one
of Denmark’s largest
chains of opticians.
Here he developed a
management model
‘the nine squares’. Ole
is now an in-demand
speaker and coach in
Europe and China.
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ISBN
978-1-911498-98-8

ISBN
978-1-912555-13-0

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: November 2018
US: February 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: May 2019
US: September 2019

NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95

NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95

FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
224pp

FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
224pp
CATEGORY
Self-development/
Business

CATEGORY
Business/Entrepreneurship
TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
All (excluding Danish)

RIGHTS
All languages

BUSINESS MUM
THREE STEPS TO SUCCESS IN
RUNNING YOUR OWN BUSINESS
AND BEING A MUM
Christine Gouchault is
a mother of four and
a successful business
owner. She also provides
workshops and seminars
to help other mums
develop their businesses,
and is a mentor to
entrepreneur students.
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This book provides a practical, three-step plan for women
who want to create a life where running your own business and having a family does not exclude one another.
The author – a “business mum” herself – prepares
mothers for the potential obstacles they will face when
starting and running a business, and provides tools
and advice to help overcome them. Moreover, through
the stories of 10 successful self-employed mums, the
book demonstrates it is possible to create a happy
and well-balanced life. By using your strengths and
resources correctly, and daring to follow your heart,
there is every possibility of becoming a good mum and
successful business woman.

THE FIVE PRINCIPLES OF
PERFORMANCE THINKING
THE MINDSETS AND TECHNIQUES FOR SUCCESS
IN THE MODERN WORLD
When it comes to performance, great businesses and
impressive individuals do more than simply deliver their
numbers. They also engage with us; they make a human
connection; a great performance moves us in some fundamental way. Great companies, great teams and great
individuals are defined by a wider set of abilities that create extraordinary levels of performance.
This books explores the mindsets and techniques
used by top performing artists and adapts these for the
creation and delivery of great business performance.
Based on five core principles – ‘Adopt the Artistic Mindset’, ‘Build Connected Ensembles’, ‘Create a Compelling
Narrative’, ‘Rehearse Creatively’, ‘Deliver Brilliant Performances’ – the authors bring together unique perspectives and methods for anyone in business who wants to
excel in their work and career.

Mark Powell is a
management consultant
and Associate Fellow at
the University of Oxford’s
Said Business School.
Jonathan Gifford is a
business author and
partner of the digital
advertising agency
Bluequest. He also
lectures in marketing
at the European
Communication School.
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ISBN
978-1-912555-08-6

ISBN
978-1-912555-24-6

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: June 2019
US: September 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: January 2019
NET PRICE
£12.99

NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95

FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Paperback
256pp

FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
240pp

CATEGORY
Business/Management

CATEGORY
Business Philosophy/
Entrepreneurship

TERRITORIES
UK and Commeanwealth

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
English Language

RIGHTS
All languages

Louise Nicolson
is a business curator
and coach with over
twenty years’ experience
in entrepreneurship,
journalism, public
relations and employee
engagement. She
launched, led and sold
an award-winning
communication
consultancy and summer
school, before joining a
City PR firm as Partner.
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THE ENTREPRENEURIAL MYTH

NEXT IS NOW

A MANIFESTO FOR REAL BUSINESS

5 STEPS FOR EMBRACING CHANGE – BUILDING
A BUSINESS THAT THRIVES INTO THE FUTURE

The Entrepreneurial Myth explains how business creators are turned into all-powerful, never-fail gurus as
they shoulder the collective necessity for enterprise.
The Myth skews public policy, damages entrepreneurs’
mental health, amplifies business failure rates and
undermines our economies.
Based on analysis spanning thirty years, this book
challenges the pervasive influence of the Entrepreneurial
Myth and introduces the reader to Business Curation, an
exciting new way to build businesses. It is a heartfelt call
to business people and politicians, legislators and educators, to redesign enterprise for the next generation.
Entrepreneurship – with all its griefs, glories and
possibilities – belongs to us all.

Are you open to change? Are you aware of how much change
your organization is facing in the future? The simple truth is that
business environments are under constant change, becoming
more complex, volatile, and unpredictable day-by-day. Having
the ability to prepare and plan for change is the only way to survive in business and in life. Yet, countless studies tell us how
difficult it is for individuals and organizations to change. Why?
Because change creates an identity crisis which threatens our
self-esteem, sense of financial security and belief systems.
Lior Arussy explores the reasons why we resist change
and how to develop a new competence; change resilience.
The book provides a step-by-step guide to help us approach
change from a point of strength. Through vivid examples
ranging from Mercedes-Benz, Disney, Kia, Kennedy Center,
Zappos and other Fortune 500 companies, Arussy presents
his proven methodology to improve ‘change resilience’ and
help leaders and their employees embrace change with passion and excitement for business success.

Lior Arussy serves as
CEO and President of
the Strativity Group. He
is one of the world’s
authorities on customer
experience, culture design,
customer centricity and
transformation. He is
the author of six books
including Exceptionalize
it! (2015) and Customer
Experience Strategy
(2010). In addition, he has
published over 250 articles
in publications including the
Harvard Business Review.
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ISBN
978-1-912555-17-8

The Collaborative

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: November 2018
US: March 2019

Learning Platform
Grow

Empower employees
to learn from experts

NET PRICE
£7.99/$9.95

Share

Increase brand visibility
on a global scale

Access more than 55,000
business & tech books,
audiobooks, videos and more.

Easily build engaging
content for your clients

Connect and engage with
industry experts and your
internal leaders

Share bite-sized promotional
content on social media

Gain competitive advantage by
using modern collaborative tools

FORMAT
178 x 111mm
Paperback
264pp
CATEGORY
Business/Technology
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

Reach business leaders
through a global platform

NAVIGATING THE
TECHSTORM
THE BUSINESS IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY
BEYOND THE HYPE
This ground-breaking and highly visual book presents a
framework on how to relate to these times of technological uncertainties. The author, a serial entrepreneur, technology investor and futurist, argues that by combining
curiosity, a bit of scepticism and understanding of current trends we can gain insight into and take advantage
of the opportunities that come from new technologies.
This handbook will give you a clear view of technology’s impact beyond the hype and a complete toolbox on how to handle the upcoming revolution from a
strategic perspective. You will delve into a step-by-step
approach on how to analyse technologies, assess business implications and adapt to a new reality. Digitization is only the warmup, and ignorance is not a viable
business strategy!

Nicklas Bergman,
founder, funder and
futurist, has spent
25 years working as
an entrepreneur and
technology investor.
Today he divides his
time between investing,
speaking, writing and
advising on the future of
technology, society
and business.

Start Your Free Membership at bluebottlebiz.com
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PRESENTING A NEW SERIES DEDICATED TO DEVELOPING
THE MINDSETS NECESSARY FOR SUCCESS

ISBN
978-1-912555-15-4
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: July 2019
US: October 2019
NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95
FORMAT
165 x 115mm
Hardback
128pp
CATEGORY
Business/
Self-development
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95
FORMAT
165 x 115mm
Hardback
128pp
KEY TOPICS COVERED
BY THE SERIES:
• Creative Thinking
• Analytical Thinking
• Logical Thinking
• Lateral Thinking
• Management Thinking
• Strategic Thinking
• Forward Thinking
• Innovative Thinking
• Critical Thinking
• Design Thinking
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CONCISE
THINKING

POSITIVE THINKING

Having the skill to adapt to new situations is essential
in the constantly changing world that we live in today.
Only by coming out of our comfort zones, and applying ourselves in different ways can we maximize on
the opportunities that life presents and reach our full
potential. The Concise Thinking series promotes individual adaptability by developing mindsets that foster
significant and positive effects on our personal and
professional lives.
This new series will house a collection of titles that
inspire readers to embrace different types of thinking to
provide imaginative solutions and offer innovative ways
of looking at the world. Concise and practical, and written by expert authors, titles in the ‘Concise Thinking’
series will help reveal previously hidden opportunities
and facilitate performance and productivity with ease.

This book will ‘re-define’ the true meaning of positive
thinking for the 21st century. Over the last 50 years
the ‘positive thinking’ philosophy that has permeated
Western society, advocates that purely thinking positive
thoughts will allow you to achieve whatever you want.
On the contrary, in this book, Neil shows that positive thinking is actually all about creating new possibilities in your life. It is then up to you to decide which
opportunities are achievable and realistic, and therefore worth seizing. The book explores the main ways of
creating these new possibilities so that you make the
right decisions to live a more balanced, meaningful and
contented life.

HOW TO CREATE A WORLD
FULL OF POSSIBILITIES

Neil Francis is an author
and entrepreneur.
He has extensive
experience as a Chairman,
CEO, and director of many
companies. Currently
he is the Chairman of a
digital agency, director
of an internet company,
as well as a consultancy
and a social enterprise.
He is the author of The
Entrepreneur’s Book
and Changing Course.
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ISBN
978-1-912555-12-3

WE ARE THE
NUMBER ONE
JOURNALS
PUBLISHER FOR
MANAGEMENT
AND LEADERSHIP

PUBLICATION DATE
US: February 2019
UK: April 2019
NET PRICE
$19.95/£12.99
FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
240pp
CATEGORY
Business/Marketing
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

MADISON AVENUE
MANSLAUGHTER
AN INSIDE VIEW OF FEE-CUTTING
CLIENTS, PROFIT-HUNGRY OWNERS
AND DECLINING AD AGENCIES
Michael Farmer
is Chairman of Farmer &
Company LLC, a strategy
consulting firm for
advertising agencies and
advertisers. He graduated
from Princeton University
and Harvard Business
School before working for
The Boston Consulting
Group and Bain & Company
around the world.

The advertising industry has reached a critical,
even dangerous point in its development – agencies
destroy themselves by doing increased work for less
money – so what are the logical consequences of the
failure to act? Growing workloads and declining fees
have created a ‘recipe for disaster’. For the first time,
Michael Farmer offers a solution to avoid this seemingly
inevitable disaster. This book offers the world’s first
effective definition of ‘the real agency problem’. Once
the problem is understood, then the author offers
corrective solutions.
Now in its third edition, Madison Avenue Manslaughter
has been updated to include industry developments from
2017-2018, plus new material and chapters.

the journal of
THE INSTITUTE
OF LEADERSHIP &
MANAGEMENT

the journal of
DUKE CORPORATE
EDUCATION

in association with
GLOBAL PETER
DRUCKER FORUM

Want your journal to stand out from the crowd?
Get in touch with Alec Egan, LID Business Development Manager
alec.egan@lidpublishing.com
+44 (0) 20 7112 8861
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ISBN
978-1-912555-26-0
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: April 2019
US: July 2019
NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95
FORMAT
180 x 120mm
Hardback
136pp
CATEGORY
Business/Self-help
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

ISBN
978-1-912555-04-8
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: November 2018
US: February 2019
NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95
FORMAT
180 x 120mm
Hardback
184pp
CATEGORY
Business/Self-help
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages
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KEVIN DUNCAN

THE IDEAS BOOK
60 WAYS TO GENERATE IDEAS MORE EFFECTIVELY

Coming up with ideas on your own can be hard. Doing
it in brainstorms can be even harder. Following the success of The Diagrams Book, The Ideas Book explains
1) how to tackle tricky
issues, 2) how to use inspirational techniques to generate smart ideas, and 3)
how to get them underway.
Each idea is shown on
one spread, explained simply and accompanied by a
short exercise to help you
apply them to your situation.

FERGUS O’CONNELL

THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT BOOK
HOW TO RUN SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS IN HALF THE TIME

Business is becoming increasingly project-based and our
ability to manage projects has become one of the key skills
for success. This compact guide, written by a leading project management expert,
gets to the heart of successful project management.
By following a set of
simple rules and applying
simple techniques, there
will be no need for the
expensive project failures.
Anyone who manages projects will find the simple
ideas and techniques presented in this book help
them to save time, effort,
resources and money.

CONCISE
ADVICE
G
BI
LAB

LL
SMOAOKS:
B

AS

IDE

CLEVER CONTENT, DYNAMIC
IDEAS, PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS
AND ENGAGING VISUALS –
A CATALYST TO INSPIRE NEW
WAYS OF THINKING AND
PROBLEM-SOLVING IN A
COMPLEX WORLD

£9.99 / $14.95
conciseadvicelab.com

ISBN
978-0-9991871-4-2

ISBN
978-1-912555-16-1

PUBLICATION DATE
US: May 2019
UK: July 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: December 2018
US: April 2019

NET PRICE
$34.95/£24.99

NET PRICE
£24.99/$24.95

FORMAT
318 x 241mm
Hardback
176pp

FORMAT
250 x 190 mm
Hardback
168pp

CATEGORY
Photography/Nature

CATEGORY
Food & Beverage

TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
All languages

RIGHTS
English Language

POWER AND MAJESTY
THE PLIGHT & PRESERVATION
OF THE AFRICAN ELEPHANT

Larry Laverty is a
photographer, actor, and
mountain climber.
Larry has had countless
photographs utilized
by conservation groups
around the world. As a
photographer, his years
of experience as an actor
and filmmaker, as well as
his years as an athlete,
enable him to bring a
heartfelt and intimate
perspective to his images
of wildlife.
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The first book by wildlife photographer and writer Larry
Laverty, Power and Majesty features extraordinary images and
informative text that capture the life of African elephants. The
book focuses on these majestic animals and features stunning
photographs from the most remote corners of Africa, from the
savannas and deserts, to the rivers and jungles. The text introduces various elephant habitats, explores the magical qualities of elephants, and underscores the immense challenges
they face for survival in a world dominated by humans.
The photographs and information showcased in this
book will help increase our appreciation and understanding
of the African elephant’s significant place in the animal kingdom. Their abilities to love, to remember, to function as families, and to survive under some of the harshest conditions
will change the way we think about elephants, with the hope
that this knowledge will encourage more people to help save
those who remain in the wild.

MAKE SOMETHING
BLOODY MARVELLOUS
THE GENTLE ART OF MIXING GIN
This book is about gin, rural British produce – and the
art of making splendid drinks and nibbles that you and
your friends will love. Join the authors in a gastronomic
tour of the British countryside, learning to combine wonderful foraged ingredients with the delicate botanicals of
premium gin to bring the elegant serves of the London
bar scene to your kitchen table.
Published amid a global gin renaissance, Make
Something Bloody Marvellous is a curious cocktail
book bursting with more than 50 unique easy-to-follow
recipes, framed by beautiful photography set among the
bucolic surrounds of a sunlit English landscape.

Yerburgh’s Jam Jar Gin
Authors Faye and Dan
Thwaites – founders of
luxury spirit Jam Jar Gin
– team up with leading
London bartender Keivan
Nemati and celebrated
chefs Stewart Mackie and
Megan Roberts.
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KEY TOPICS COVERED
BY THE SERIES:
• Hierarchies
• Business relationships
• Verbal and non-verbal
communications
• Business negotiation
• Business etiquette
• Business cards
• Dos and don’ts
• Top 10 sights
• Food and drink,
and dining out
• Business support
• Relevant contacts

WORLD WISE
SERIES
The World Wise series is designed to help anyone exploring, embarking upon or already conducting international
business to be more aware of the cultural and business etiquettes necessary to survive and prosper. Each title in the
series will focus on a key market and provide reliable information on the prevailing cultural and working practices.

THE VOICES
BEHIND THE

THINKING

NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95
FORMAT
160 x 115mm
Flexi Bound
176pp

ISBN
978-1-911498-96-4
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: June 2019
US: August 2019
NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95
FORMAT
160 x 115mm
Flexi Bound
176pp
CATEGORY
Business/Cuture
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages
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JON GELDART

WORLD WISE:
DOING BUSINESS IN CHINA
As the world’s second largest economy, China is becoming increasingly appealing to foreign businesses. As such,
more and more businesses world-wide are actively seeking
to trade and collaborate with Chinese businesses. However,
the unique business environment, culture and traditions,
make this a very challenging market for most foreigners.
Doing Business in China is designed to make anyone
exploring, starting or already doing business in China better aware of the cultural and business etiquettes necessary to succeed in this market. This concise and attractive
book is a one-stop guide that aims to shed light on the
intricacies of doing business in China.
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